
how do the political manifestos* address the youth capital agenda?

For more about our agenda and the levers to address it, check out our website: https://youthcapital.co.za

P= All parties have spoken about this- but how will they do it and where will the money come from?

?   = One or two parties have mentioned some ideas on this issue, but it is not a priority.

O = No parties have spoken about this.

*This summary is based on the political manifestos of the three parties (the ANC, DA and EFF) who won the majority of the votes in the 2014 elections.

What questions should 
young people be asking of 

political parties?

Have they understood the many 
challenges young people face 

when trying to find jobs?

Do they have a clear plan on how 
to deal with these challenges?

Do they know where the  
money will come from to pay for 

these plans?

Youth Capital Agenda
Key levers to  

address the agenda
How do they 
measure up?

Youth/young people mentioned P

Education – Since democracy, South Africa has 
prioritised access to basic education. It’s time to 
shift focus – getting everyone through school, 
university or college must be our shared goal.

Wrap-around support for learners  
and students ?
A National Catch-up Strategy for young  
South Africans ?

Make our colleges work P

Transitions – Young people are at their most 
vulnerable between leaving school and entering 
the work place. We have to support them to 
ensure they have the information, networks and 
services they need to thrive.

Responsive, multi-faceted support for  
young people O
Diversify and expand the networks of young 
South Africans O
The cost of work seeking must  
come down P

Jobs – There are too few jobs in the formal 
economy. But that’s not the only place to find 
potential. Let’s capitalize on all opportunities  
and think about jobs differently to unlock the 
potential of a generation.

Make jobs in the informal and social  
economy count ?
Grow more learnerships, internships & jobs 
for young people P
Public employment must not be a dead end ?

Progression must be deliberate O


